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Spiritual persistence is an extension of love. When a being loves something in a true, sincere and
evolutionary way, they are able to persist in order to reach their goal. Love renews them in the face
of adversities and makes them stronger when facing the tests that the path brings them to, for
different reasons.

When you experience something with love, you are able to persist, to conquer your own inertia,
your own resistances and, in the same way, conquer the resistances and harassments imposed by the
world.

To fulfill the Purpose of God and carry the cross He offers, it is necessary to develop spiritual
persistence, which is the fruit of love of the Divine Purpose.

Prayer, adoration to the Eucharistic Body of Christ, and silence in contemplation of the living God
in one's own essence are keys that lead you to true love, which is the Love of God and thus, you
renew yourselves everyday on your path.

Those three things will dissolve the chaos and conflicts which will naturally emerge in your inner
worlds, over and over again, because this is the test of this planetary moment.

Those three keys will always be your sustenance and the priniples that will lead you to the
fulfillment of all things, because through them you will find not only love and persistence, but also
wisdom and courage to understand your neighbor and help them, since one of the greatest
harassments of this time will be to destroy the bonds of love and fraternity between human beings,
because unity, children, is what will make you manifest the Plan of God on Earth.

Therefore, today, I only tell you that, whenever you lack persistence, strength, love, fraternity and
ability to overcome the challenges to unite with your brothers and sisters, stop for a moment and
pray, contemplate the Eucharistic Heart of the Lord or be silent before the Universe, before your
own essence, to receive the peace and the wisdom of your Father and, thus, you will be able to
overcome the end of times.

Your Father and Friend

The Most Chaste St. Joseph


